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• Many years ago, as many of you know, I worked as a computer 
programmer for a company in Conway, AR

• And I was on a small, r&d team- we were a motley crew

• Let’s just say we were not the customer facing kind of folks- not the 

team marketing wanted to use on posters

• They put us in a building about a half of a mile away from the main 

campus- seriously

• One time, and I’ll never forget this- I invited the team over to my house 

for a poker night

• Have you ever done this? 

• All you had to do was to bring a beverage, and a roll quarters, dimes, 

and nickels- $17 per person, and winner would take over $100 home

• We didn’t start with the money right away- we had some folks still 

learning to play

• So we started easy using tooth picks, m&ms, what have you as 

currency

• After we all got familiar with the rules and how everything would go, we 

switched over to the real thing- the coins

• For the record, I am terrible at poker player- my face is an open book.

• If you ever want to know how I feel about something, just look at me

• But a friend of mine had been doing very well in the early rounds with 

toothpicks and m&ms

• And all of a sudden when we switched to coins, he started playing very 

poorly- in fact, he was one of the first to lose all of his coins

• And we were giving him a hard time about it, as friends do, and he said 

something that has stuck with me

• 15 years or so!


• He said, “when we started using actual money, things got real.”

• And that was not a good thing for his poker game- even if it was just a 

few coins

• When we started using money, things got real. 

• It’s true, isn’t it? true on a much larger scale and in a much larger sense

• Jesus even says, “where your money is, there you heart will be also”
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• Such a profound truth, illustrated in a simple game of poker, articulated 
by my disappointed friend


• I think this directly relates this morning to our Annual Stewardship 
program

• And this morning is my chance to talk with you frankly and honestly 

about stewardship, and giving

• And in particular pledging to St. Michael’s next year

• Because as Christians, when we give, it is not only about what that gift 

accomplishes

• It is also about the act of giving itself

• So this morning is the stewardship sermon, and not only is it my glad 

duty to tell you that as Christians we should be giving

• But I want to persuade you that St. Michael’s is a great place to 

exercise that Christian responsibility and joy.  

• Let’s start there- this place… I know it has weathered some rough seas 

over the last decade

• For a church, that means lots of changes: leadership changes, changes 

in service times, changes in attendance, 

• Changes in the bigger culture around us


• And yet, here we are, still praying, still worshipping, still loving, still 
reaching to people beyond our walls


• Here we are- resilient! Still being the Church, and killin’ it.

• And some of that is made possible through your pledges and through 

the church’s budget

• If you have read the Sword over the last few weeks, you may have 

learned that 20% of our budget is given away

• 10% to our bishop and the work in the larger diocese and Episcopal 

Church- that’s like our parish tithe

• And another 10% to Outreach, which is then divided up and given out 

in grants to many different worthwhile organizations

• Most of which are in the Chicago area


• That same Outreach fund is the one that was able to match grants for 
Hurricane relief


• You should head on over to the website to see all of the organizations 
that benefit from that 10% of your pledge


• Of course for St. Michael’s, the largest piece of our budget is our staff, 
coming in at right under 60%


• If you have ever volunteered to lead a ministry, or organized an event, 
or needed a reimbursement-
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• If you have kids downstairs, were uplifted by the music, or appreciate 
when bathrooms get cleaned and lightbulbs get changed


• Or rest comfortably knowing that when you have an emergency- when 
you find yourself going to the ER in the middle of the night


• There will be someone there to join you

• You already know how great our staff is- I am proud to work with them

• The remaining 20% or so of the budget goes to pizza for the youth 

group, paper for the printer, the utilities, maintenance, insurance

• I know talking budgets may be boring, but it is important for you to 

know what your pledges do here

• They make a difference- they help create this space that can change 

lives

• A space that can call us into a deeper faith

• A space that can spur us to works of justice and peace

• All of this from our pledges, our spiritual discipline and sacrifice of 

giving of your time, your talent, and your money

• Have I ever told you about the first time I filled out a pledge card? 

• Around the same time as the poker game we were attending an 

Episcopal Church

• It came time for the annual stewardship campaign and we had never 

heard of a pledge card before

• In the church of my childhood, they did not do that, and instead if the 

offering was not enough, they would pass the plate again

• No kidding- nothing like a subtle hint to get your wallet back out

• So when I learned that I could tell the church what my tithe was going 

to be, and that be good for a whole year

• And I didn’t have to hear about it anymore, I was relieved.


• And I like the practice of pledging- it is a spiritual practice of every year 
Katy and I sitting down with our budget


• Prayerfully deciding what God is calling us to give, right up there with 
the college fund- you know what I mean


• Setting up the reoccurring draft- and then you’re done!

• My invitation to you is to do just that- prayerfully decide- talk to God 

about it- and then fill out your pledge card

• There’s the Biblical standard of a tithe being 10%, I like concrete goals 

so that is what Katy and I do

• I commend that to you as a way to start- we didn’t get there over night, 

but start chipping away at it

• And you get to keep the other 90….


• But talk to God about it- center your giving within your faith.
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• That is not a guilt ploy to get bigger pledges

• For Christians- giving, and that is time, talent, and money- not multiple 

choice, it’s all of the above

• Is different than other types of philanthropy

• It is even different than wanting the church to have a balanced budget, 

although I am right there with you

• When Christians practice giving, when we pray about stewardship, it is 

another we we put our faith in action

• We believe in God, the creator of heaven and earth, of all things, seen 

and unseen

• And that includes us, our very lives, our very abilities, and even the 

money we earn with them

• Giving allows some of those gifts God has given us to pass through 

and to support other things

• Back on Kickoff Sunday a month ago now, I presented five reasons to 

go to church

• One of them was to help us get over ourselves, that is to be a part of 

something bigger than we are

• And another was to be counter-cultural

• Asking you to give of yourselves is certainly both of those


• Now I don’t want you to leave here this morning without a little Bible in 
your lives

• So I want to take a minute to look at our first lesson today, and how it 

might add depth to our Christian stewardship

• Our first reading was from Exodus, and it hits the nail on the head, and 

does it with no subtly whatsoever

• The Israelites, after escaping Egypt through the sea on dry ground

• And wandering in the desert until they reached Mt. Sinai


• They have received the Ten Commandments, which we heard last week 
when Tommy was here from Bishop Anderson House


• Those were just the beginning, and now for twelve chapters God’s law 
is being given to the people


• And during this, it seems that Moses stayed up on that mountain for so 
long, that the people concluded he must be dead


• And they panic

• And they take their treasure, their gold, their jewelry, what little they still 

had from Egypt

• And they melted it down and formed an image of a calf, and 

worshipped it, breaking the first commandment right away
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• As Tommy said last week, you and I are not likely to do that- we are not 
very tempted by golden calfs


• But we are tempted to take our treasurer and to turn it into other idols- 
other things that distract us from God


• Because when we take our treasurer- when we take our real money and 
we put it somewhere, things get real


• It’s like Poker- things get real

• And our heart, it follows it- we become invested


• Now, if you thought that was fun, take a look at the Gospel

• We could be here all morning and never quite unpack this parable 

about a wedding feast and its attendants

• Even scholars are not in agreement over what this means, and indeed 

Matthews version of this parable differs from other gospels and ancient 
texts


• But for today, let’s focus on one tiny aspect

• Jesus says that the Kingdom of Heaven is like a king who gave a 

wedding banquet

• The time came, and no one shows up.

• No one comes to this amazing, off the hook, wedding party

• They ignore the second reminder.  they even kill the messengers who 

are sent to remind them

• Now there’s your first clue that this is a parable and contains 

hyperbole, because who kills messengers bringing news about a party?

• But none-the-less, no one comes, not one- 

• The king is furious, and he sends soldiers to kill them all.

• Again, this is a parable full of hyperbole to make a point


• Then the king decides to just invite everyone and anyone- go out into 
the street and bring them in, good and bad


• And then, the strangest thing- one person did not have a wedding rob 
on, so he is thrown out into the outer darkness with weeping and 
gnashing of teeth


• Again, story telling, parable, hyperbole- but we’re making a point

• Now at first, I feel some sympathy for this guy who perhaps did not 

have time to put on a good robe

• But then again, everyone else seems to have had the time, no one else 

is cast out

• It would seem that this one person, unlike everyone else, could not be 

bothered to go home, get cleaned up, put on clean underwear and a 
robe
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• This one person, for whatever reason, had no gratitude or respect for 
the host’s son getting married, 


• No appreciation for this great gift he was given

• And could not even be bothered to do the bare minimum of preparation 

before coming to this king’s house and eating his food

• It may be that we can never know fully what Jesus and Matthew are 

telling us in this parable

• But I will say that having a grateful heart in the face of the amazing gifts 

God has given us would be a good start

• The least we can do is be grateful, and to bring our full selves wholly to 

this feast that is prepared, 

• Understanding what a great gift this life of faith really is


• Not to take it for granted, or to blow it off, but to make it real

• That’s my Stewardship challenge to you this morning- make it real

• It’s not about how much- the window gave two mites, it only took $17 

in rolled coins to change the whole poker game

• It is the act of giving from a grateful heart born out of a place of faith- 

that makes it real

• And my ask is that you will consider doing that here, and supporting St. 

Michael’s next year with an annual pledge

• A lot hangs on this year’s stewardship maybe in ways that have not 

been true before

• As I mentioned earlier, things have changed over the last few years

• It is only a matter of time before our budget feels that reality

• So take a moment- this one time a year- to consider your pledge to the 

church next year

• But more importantly, so much more important than budgets and bills, 

spend some time in prayer

• Spend some time wrestling with this Christian call to give of ourselves

• Give thanks and cultivate that feeling of gratitude for everything God 

has given us, and everything we have received using those divine gifts

• And make it real

• And if you can, make it real here at St. Michael’s Church.


Amen.
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